SPECTRUM® e-MLT
Electric Multilateral Tool
SPECTRUM® e-MLT
Solving Challenges

- Delivery of chemical treatments on target
- Ensure efficient lateral entry with no NPT
- Confidence in tool status and position
SPECTRUM® e-MLT
Reliable Multilateral Entry through electrically controlled tool

SPECTRUM® FUSION Compatible
SPECTRUM® 360 Compatible
Hydraulic Kick-Over Sub
Electric Indexing System

Compatible with Mechanical Tools
SPECTRUM® e-MLT
Reliable Multilateral Entry with Real-Time Visualization

- Rated to 350F / 15K psi
- 2.25” OD
- 2.2 bpm
- Plug & Play with SPECTRUM® FUSION and 360
SPECTRUM® e-MLT
Reliable Multilateral Entry with augmented technology

- Identify window access in real-time, and confirm entry with SPECTRUM® 360 Camera
- Precise positioning and feedback to surface with SPECTRUM® FUSION
- Electrically controlled
- Suited for all chemical services
- Compatible with any mechanical tools
Do it Once…Do it Right.
THANK YOU